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EDITOES
G S BENEDICT J L DAYMUDE
H W CHIPMAN C M ST URGES
TIIE WIT OP JERROLD AND PRENTICE
A conversationalist of modern England has said Words
are so twisted and tortured by the writers of the present
day that I am really sorry for them I mean the words
To this he further adds It is a favorite fancy of mine
that perhaps in the next world the use of words may be dis-
pensed with tljat our thoughts may stream into each others
minds without any verbal communication a consummation
greatly to be desired even here below There are few things
indeed in this sublunary sphere that are subjected to as
harsh treatment as these little symbols Twisted and tor-
tured by every species of polemical discussion their torment-
ors triumphantly holding aloft the result sought for the
whole procedure forcibly reminds one of the old Jesuit In
Docglas Jerrolds Wit Arranged by his Son Blanchard Jerrold
Boston Ticknor and Fields 1859
Prekticeana or Wit and Humor in Paragraphs By the Editor of the
Louisville Journal New York Derby Jackson 1860
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quisition by means of whose tortures the priests would
extort from their poor victims any desired confession Could
the history of their wrongs be written we should have a new
class of martyrs to the social and intellectual progress of
man word- martyrs chief among these would be the word
Wit
What it is and to what channels it should be confined
are questions that from time immemorial have gained the
attention of the learned upon which enough has been writ-
ten to stock a respectable library Drydcn endeavored to
solve the mystery by defining it as a propriety of words
and thoughts adapted to the subject a definition that ap-
plies almost equally well to mathematical reasoning John-
son calls it the faculty of associating dissimilar images in
an unusual manner Sydney Smith himself a great wit-
endeavors to show the fallacy of this definition and giving
another one advances the doctrine that wit is far from being
1
necessarily a natural gift but can be acquired by rule the
same as any other power Pope says
True wit is nature to advantage dressed
What apt was thought but neer so well expressed
Something whose truth convinced at sight we find
That gives us back the image of our mind
And others in numera infinite But from all these has been
derived the more general and perhaps more correct defin-
ition that wit consists in the combination of known ideas
in so new and sprightly and yet natural a manner as to
occasion surprise and pleasure to the hearer To be genu-
ine it should have a basis of truth and applicability other-
wise it degenerates into mere flippancy
Subordinate to this genuine wit and occupying somewhat
the place of a bastard is Punning the wit of words Here
too has been found a subject for discussion Some writers
have maintained that it is a practice entirely beneath the
dignity of a well- bred and educated person Dr Johnson
even saying that the man who would commit a pun would
pick a pocket On the other hand there are those who
think the practice allowable and even commendable Horace
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Smith a great admirer of puns and punsters has devoted
quite a long essay to collecting authorities in their defense
And if his statements are to be relied upon the inspired au-
thors of the New Testament were guilty of the practice
The pun certainly has the prestige of high authorities among
its advocates not the least among whom is the Sage of Avon
himself both witty and wise But with all this the practice
is generally condemned Bearing the same relation to words
that is their sound that true wit docs to ideas punning
cannot be other than inferior the fit habitant of the streets
and by- ways
AVe have been induced to make these somewhat lengthy
remarks by an examination of two works containing collec-
tions the one of the wit and humor of Douglas Jerrold the
other of that of George D Prentice The books are re-
markable not only in themselves as an exhibition of the
character of their authors the first being however far more
perfect in this respect than the second but also for many
attendant circumstances Jerrold is a representative of the
true Wit Prentice more particularly of the Punster The
one was an Englishman the other is an American both
printers by occupation and newspaper publishers and editors
the one for a portion only the other for the whole of his
life
The first of the two books is edited by Jerrolds son
Blanchard with the view of affording to the reading world
some lasting memorial of his fathers wit which may also be
an index of his much misrepresented character and opinions
and clear away the various charges made by those cowards
who smarting under the keen lash of that wit have endea-
vored to avenge themselves by the aid of foul- mouthed Slan-
der Under such circumstances the reader will feel disposed
to accept the filial love of the son and his desire to have his
fathers fame stand upon the true basis of its own merits as
an apology for the occasional partiality of the editor
The varieties of Jerrolds wit as exhibited in this volume
are numerous and varied so much so as almost to defy a
comprehensive division But that which first strikes our at-
tention and according with the generally believed opinion of
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the author is the presence of much that is hitter and cutting
The editor aware of this says in his preface Let the
reader he pleased to note also that if here and there the
arrow stings with a malignant poison upon its harb the
wound is for the strong that have oppressed the weak the
ignoble who have warred against the noble There is con-
suming fire in many of the sayings but the victim in every
case deserves to die And in another place he remarks
With him a witty view of men and things forced itself
upon his mind so continually and irresistibly and with a
vividness and power so intense that sarcasm flashed from his
lips even when he was deeply moved Douglas J errold was
not by nature severe or uncharitable No one was more
generous and forgiving no one more ready to afford comfort
to the distressed or assistance to the needy Of this fact no
proof is here needed If such were necessary the testimony
of all who knew him socially and even politically and the
many living recipients of his kindness and generosity could
easily be adduced And the fact that friends as well as
enemies were often the subjects of his sarcasm may we
think be accounted for by the entire unpremeditation of his
wit as above remarked We need no stronger evidence of
this than the single fact that often when reminded on the
morrow of a party of some good thing he had said he would
turn upon his informant with surprise and ask Did I really
say that The rapidity of his power of apprehension was
extraordinary and at a glance looking deep down into the
heart of things he saw analogies hidden from most men
Sometimes these made him merry sometimes indignant but
whichever it was these analogies were placed with a meteor
flash before the eyes of those around him and as quickly
gone By the time that the full force of what they had seen
was perceived by all it had perhaps passed out of his mind
entirely forgotten
Tyranny and oppression were ever the objects of his keen
sarcasm and among the modern agents of these he consid-
ered English law and English courts of justice most prom-
inent Listen to his discourse upon Law Study study the
law How invitingly yon row of sages smile upon you
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With what a dulcet note doth Wisdom clad in sober calf in-
voke me to her banquet and her show There may he who
feeds grow great on dead mens brains there may he trace
a web of hubbub words which craft may turn into a net of
steel there learn when Justice weighs poor bleeding Truth
to make her mount by flaw and doubt and see recorded aye
ten thousand times how Quibble with his varnished cheek
hath laughed defrauded Justice out of court Again he
says Self- defense is the clearest of all laws and for this
reason the lawyers didnt make it Justice he speaks of
as a Luxury To make justice cheap would doubtless
make her contemptible she is therefore dignified by expense
made glorious by the greatness of costs Attorneys he
defines men with consciences tender as the bellies of alli-
gators In the same strain are A sailors idea of Law
A lawyers flight Red- tape and its victims A law-
yers smile etc The deplorable state of English justice in
his time was certainly enough to call forth even more bitter
remarks than these and when we think of the reforms since
effected Jerrold should have a due share of the praise be-
stowed on Dickens and other reform- writers
But this sarcasm though oftentimes beneficial grates
hirshly upon the ears of men whether friends or foes It
is with a feeling of relief therefore that we turn to the more
pleasing portions of the book and coming to the very an-
tipodes of that which has just been mentioned we find much
that is genial and mirthful With what an air of servant t
ocracy does his Kitchen- maid discourse on dress I
dont insist on ringlets in the house she says but when I
go out Im my own mistress Ive given up two places for
my birdofpar- adise feathers it looks quite alive in my white
chip and would give up twenty After slaving among pots
and pans for a month it is so sweet to be sometimes taken
for a lady on ones Sunday out His description of The
penalty of the diner- out is enough to make ones sides ache
with laughter He must have a passionate love for chil-
dren He must so comport himself that when his name shall
be announced every child in the mansion shall set up a yell
a scream of rapture shall rush to him pull his coat- tails
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climb on Lis back twist their fingers in his hair snatch his
watch from his pocket and whilst they lend his super- saxony
load his shoulders uncurl his wig and threaten instant de-
struction to the repeater he must stifle the agony at his heart
and his pecket and to the feebly- expressed fears of the
mamma that the children are troublesome must call into
every corner of his face a look of the most seraphic delight
For Shakspearean grog he gives the following recipe
As for the brandy nothing extenuate and the water
put nought in in malice
There is too much that exhibits a quaint philosophy
worldly as well as moral Fix yourself he says upon
the wealthy In a word take this for a golden rule through
life never have a friend thats poorer than yourself We
are poor fools he says in another place and make sad
mistakes but there is goodness hived like wild honey in
strange nooks and corners of the world Again There
are some people who are so happy smelling and plucking the
roses about them that they never think of the slugs and
creeping things that may be at their roots The most beau-
tiful and most truthful of his sayings of this character are
we think those upon the Fireside Saints But the hook
indeed is full of such sentiments often underlying his bit-
terest sarcasm And in this may be seen that which in his
long and discouraging ascent from the dull boy for such he
was termed of Sheernes to the great wit and writer of
England enabled him to overcome every intervening obsta-
cle unaided by friend or influence of any kind His was a
philosophy of practice not of theory But let it not be
thought that lie ever practiced such a philosophy as that co-
ntained in the first quotation of this paragraph That and
all expressions similar were only used for the purpose of
ridiculing those who did put such into practice Charity
kindness and their kindred virtues were the only cherished
Lares of his household
But Jerrolds wit was too varied to be comprehended
under such an imperfect analysis as this There were in-
deed in each witticism as many crooks and turns to distin-
guish it from another as in the fabled Labyrinth of Crete
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and these niust all be traversed by him who would know their
author as a wit In addition to witticisms the editor has as
before stated given selections and short extracts from his
fathers works intended to illustrate his opinions and vindi-
cate his memory from various charges more particularly
from that of misanthropy Such sayings as would tend to
confirm this charge have plainly been omitted but there is
still here and there a word which betrays the misanthrope
though much more that favors the opposite opinion His
own definition of a misanthrope inclines us in the very start
to think that such was not a habit suited to his every day
life lie speaks of him as one who enjoys the corruption
of human nature as an epicure enjoys venison long long
kept and to his nose and palate all the more fragrant succu-
lent Moreover the beautiful tribute he ever pays to wo-
man the belief frequently apparent that beneath the pomp
and show and vice of the world there was still much good
strengthen the latter conclusion The freepjent injustice
done him as a writer for example Black Eyed Susan
his most successful play while making the fortunes of all
those engaged in bringing it before the public only realized
him 70 gave him at times the misanthrophical spirit
More particularly is this noticed in his many remarks upon
Authors Authorship Publishers etc For a single
illustration Publishers he says look upon authors
simply as a butcher looks upon Southdown mutton with
merely an eye to the number of pounds to be got out of
them
The editor has succeeded we think to a great extent in
accomplishing that for which the collection was made He
has given us in this form a lasting memorial of his fathers
wit by which also we are enabled to form a tolerably cor-
rect estimate of his character and opinions An estimate
which while it cannot ignore the occasional faults will yet
consider these faults as often induced by circumstances and
which will give all due credit for his many redeeming traits
The book has also served to define to a certain extent Jer-
rolds place among the wits of his clay Though perhaps
possessing less frolic than Theodore Hook less elaborate
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humor than Sydney Smith less quibble and quaintness than
Thomas Hood he surpassed all these in intellectual flash and
strength
But let us now look at the second work sent forth by the
author with a motive far different from that of the first
merely in response to the repeated solicitations of his friends
And in ths book also we find the same difficulty in analyz-
ing as in the first differing however from it in that Mr
Prentices wit is principally of one kind plays upon words
But in this he possesses great power In the various politi-
cal controversies and newspaper wars which have engaged
his attention during the twenty- nine years of editorship he
has made his opponents one and all writhe beneath the sharp
sting of this wit By the quickness with which he seizes
upon their own words and turns them upon the speakers he
has gained for himself such a reputation that few men of
ordinary calibre will dare to parry forces with him
Sarcasm is the prominent characteristic of the witticisms
in this book Mr Prentice in his preface endeavors to
apologize for this by saying I am as well aware as any
one can be that there are just grounds of grave objection to
this book Probably in many things that it contains little
else than partizan bitterness will be found In regard
to my contemporaries of the Press who are referred to I
will say in justice both to myself and to them that not more
than half of the blows struck between them and me were
mine It is human nature for men in the heat of contro-
versy to say bitter things that afterwards they would per-
haps wish unsaid And the Editor of as prominent a politi-
cal paper as The Louisville Journal has certainly had
cause often thus to speak The editor of any political jour-
nal that can refrain from saying bitter things in the great
excitements of elections in our country is looked upon as a
model of perfection and there are few men who can thus
control themselves Such being the case the high political
position occupied by Mr Prentices paper and the almost
entire impossibility of his escaping political and newspaper
controversies should be considered when judgment is passed
upon this characteristic But notwithstanding all this we
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think that sarcasm and bitterness are in him characteristics
of the man and are evinced in his writings Those who
have heard him lecture who have read his newspaper edito-
rials etc can fully substantiate this statement It would
manifestly be improper in such an article as this to show
from other writings of his that such is the case we leave it
to the reader who carefully examines the book to judge of
the correctness of this statement But let us not be under-
stood as saying that this has always been natural to Mr
Prentice It may and doubtless has been induced by the
trials peculiar to the editor of a prominent political journal
to which allusion was before made
We have room for but two or three specimens An ac-
quaintance he says boasts that his virtues are in every-
bodys mouth He is decidedly mistaken His vices are in
other peoples mouths and his virtues only in his own eye
An editor he says in another place who always tries to
be funny and succeeds once in a while calls us a strange
bird and says he doesnt exactly know what species we
belong to We are quite as much at a loss in classifying
him He has the gait of a duck the face of an owl the
voice of a guinea- hen the odor of a buzzard and the morals
of a chicken- hawk
But Mr Prentices wit is not all sarcasm Scattered
here and there through the book we find humorous and
laughable sayings Some of his hits upon fashionable life
are admirable Speaking of a remark made by an English
writer that American ladies of the present day feel or affect
a spirit of independence he says We certainly have seen
at fashionable parties many a lady who we thought might
very appropriately recite Smollets fine lines to Independence
Thy spirit Independence let us share
Lord of the lion heart and eagle eye
Thy steps I follow with my bosom bare
There is also occasionally a saying which indicates a phi-
losophical turn of mind similar to that possessed by Jerrold
strengthening the opinion that sarcasm and bitterness are
not to the degree in which they now exist natural to the
author Memory lie says is not so brilliant as hope
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but it is more beautiful and a thousand times as true
And in the following he gives a little common- sense philoso-
phy We should not he says in our attempts to elevate
ourselves lose sight of safety He who stands upon a tall
mans shoulders can look over the heads of those around
him but his footing is much less secure than theirs
If the reader were presented with this volume of witti-
cisms and required from it to draw Mr Prentices character
he would without doubt at first be very much puzzled
Chief editor of a prominent newspaper he sits in his sanc-
tum glancing over the hosts of exchanges here and there
his quick eye catches a paragraph in which his equally quick
mind sees a good hit upon some of his political or newspaper
opponents some object of sport or ridicule scratch goes his
pen and by the addition of a single word or a line one of
his best efforts perhaps is ready for the press But in this
way we see very little of the man himself He is surround-
ed as it were by these numberless extracts and para
graphs and only here and there do we get sight of his in-
tellect They are to him what the obscuring clouds are to
the sun occasionally only permitting rays of light to shine
through but unlike the sun he rarely ever emerges from
these clouds It is therefore chiefly from these flashes with
an occasional glimpse at the sun himself that we must draw
his character It would perhaps be difficult but can it not
be done
The greater portion of Mr Prentices wit is of the kind
that will not keep as he himself expresses it Much of
it is local in the application much has been called forth by
trivial occurrences and will be forgotten as soon as that
which drew it forth A very considerable portion of them
as his preface says which perhaps from partizan partiality
were deemed good hits at the time will now that the occa-
sion which called them forth has passed be read with com
paratively little interest Yet there are many things which
will for a long time be read and which will tend to preserve
his reputation as a wit a true wit while that which is of
an inferior character will soon be forgotten
The subjects of thought suggested by an examination of
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these two works are numerous and such also as could be
made interesting to the reader The resemblances between
the wit and wits of England and America the peculiarities
of each c would be in themselves worthy of extended
inquiry but for the present at least we are compelled to
pass them by In what has been said it was not intended
to institute a comparison between the two though there are
certainly many points of resemblance The admirers of
Jerrold would undoubtedly object to it on his account and
Mr Prentice himself would likewise demur Indeed he ex-
pressly states the diffidence he experiences in coming before
the public in such a character and further disclaims all
responsibility for the title of his work
Judged by the standard of criticism there is much in
either work that will fall short of wit in its true significance
But there is enough to make all who read them verify the
old adage laugh and grow fat As such they are wel-
come to a place on our tables and by our firesides We have
enough nay too many books from long- winded prosy
and dry though perhaps learned and well- meaning writers
but not enough from the Jerrolds Prentices Autocrats
c The former are perhaps necessary for the student so
likewise are these latter necessary for the professional man
the business man the student also for the farmer the laborer
and for all when they return to their homes from the labor
of the day These are the books that will revive their care-
worn and drooping spirits But there is also in these witty
sayings if their authors be such men as Jerrold or Prentice
that will make all thoughtful readers wise generous and true-
hearted as well as merry We therefore welcome these
books feeling sure that their few defects will be more than
counterbalanced by the great good they may accomplish
Let our readers listen to Jerrold as he philosophizes upon
Laughter then go and over these books enjoy for themselves
this healthful privilege 0 glorious laughter he says
thou man- loving spirit that for a time dost take the burden
from the weary back that dost lay salve to the feet bruised
and cut by flints and shards that takest blood- baking mel-
ancholy by the nose and makest it grin despite itself that
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all the sorrows of the past the doubt3 of the future con-
foundest in the joy of the present that makest man truly
philosophic conqueror of himself and care What wa3
talked of as the golden chain of Jove was nothing but a suc-
cession of laughs a chromatic scale of merriment reaching
from earth to Olympus
VITA MEA TE AMO
WHAT THE HEART OF THE YOUNG MAN SAID TO THE MAIDEN
I
By thy cheek so sweetly glowing
With the guileless blush of youth
By thy sinless heart oerflowing
With the blessed balm of truth
By thy heart untouched of woe
Vita mea te amo
II
By thy lip of ruby brightness
By thy foreheads sweet exposure
By thine hand of snowy whiteness
By thine eyes bewitching glance
By thy words breathed soft and low
Vita mea te amo
IIL
By that brow where peace reposes
By those tresses floating there
By the smile thy lip discloses
By thy purest thoughts in prayer
Which Heavenward a sweet incense flow
Vita mea te amo
IV
By the tender thought that gushes
From thy heart in airy dreams
By the fragrant flower that blushes
In the mornings purple beams
Whether thou lovst me or no
Vita mea te amo
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A GLANCE AT THE CHINESE PRIMARY EDU-
CATION
It may bo said that when the literature of Europe was in
its cradle that of the East had already attained the vigor of
its manhood When the Anglo- Saxon mind was lying in
ignorance and when the nobilility found pleasures only in
their revelry the common people of China were reaping
knowledge and hidden treasures from their ancient lore
Although the powers of mind exhibited by writers of China
are somewhat inferior to those of Greece and Rome for gen
ius and original conceptions yet the healthy influence ex
erted by them over their countrymen is greater than was
ever obtained by Western sages as Plato Seneca or Arist-
otle Even at this present day while the latter authors are
read and admired only for the beauty of their thoughts and
for the instruction derived from them the former are sought
as the guide of life the standard of morality Hence is the
reverence the Chinese attach to their ancient philosophers
I and hence also is the fact that their civilization is stationary
The thoroughness and effectiveness of Chinese education or
the accuracy and excellence of their literature must not be
placed side by side with those of modern Europe for really
there is no parallel between the two but they must be taken
i with other parts of Chinese character and life and drawn
with nations possessing similar opportunities The fact that
their language is entirely distinct from any other and the
fact that the exclusive elements in the policy of the Chinese
Government bar all intercourse commercial and social with
foreign nations are circumstances to be taken into consider-
ation when any common measure is to be made Nay
more the religious condition of the people ought not to be
overlooked in establishing the decision of their relative mer
We think a careful perusal of this article will well reward the reader as
it gives an American a very good idea of Chinese primary education
which perhaps can be obtained no where else We will vouch for its
truth as its author has had opportunities derived from experience and ob-
servation which enable him to describe the Chinese elementary educational
system with accuracy and speak with confidence upon the subject Eds
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its To place the education and literature of China in one
scale of the balance and those of other heathen nations an-
cient or modern in the other those of the former are alto-
gether superior Where is the literature of the Persians
and the Syrians But the star of the literature of the
Middle Kingdom still shines faintly it may be compared
with the modern Christian nations but not totally eclipsed
It is still visible
The great stimulus to literary pursuits among the Chinese
is the hope of obtaining office and honor It is the only
means which can bring the rich and the poor the aristocrat
and the peasant on the same level of civil society On ac-
count of the absence of hereditary nobility and the nonexist- ence
of caste an institution characteristic of oriental
countries the road to fame is open to all Influence wealthy
honor and reputation are the rewards of literary merit
This very fact has rendered education in China of the high-
est importance making it the molder of the manners and
tastes of thepeople Schools are common institutions and
the number of scholars is proportionally large Space will
only allow us to give a brief view of the primary school
educational system a subject no doubt interesting to all
Moreover an interest for the branch chapter of the noble
fraternity the order of students ought to infuse in us a
desire to enter into the knowledge of such a subject
Boys commence to study at the age of seven with a teach-
er for the fathers are too much engrossed in business to
devote any time to the instruction of their sons while the
mothers are not capable of teaching their offspring On
the latter depends only the cultivation of the childs habit of
obedience and giving a right direction to its morals But
the manner of doing it is far different The simple and
easy task which mothers in Christian countries undertake
willingly and gladly in teaching their children to lisp the
words of prayer and praise and which tends to produce
lasting impressions upon the mind yet tender and in its
fresh purity here finds a substitute in influences often in-
congenial and the young heart is lulled to obedience by a
sense of fear and not by a motive growing out of chilike
lo ve
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Few parents employ a private i tutor but often four or
five families that have children combine to hire a teacher
at a stipulated salary In such cases the education is more
thorough and kind and parental treatment is insured to the
scholars of the teachers The average number of scholars
in public schools is thirty The master is the only instructor
He is always well cpialified for the majority of teachers are
unsuccessful students or candidates for literary degrees who
having spent the prime of their days in fruitless attempts
to attain office or disliking manual labor and unable to en-
ter into mercantile life turn pedagogues But though unsucc-
essful in the attainment of honor the length of time they had
devoted to study and experience render them competentpersons
When the lad commences his study an impressive ceremony
takes place The father leads his son to the teacher who
kneels down before one of the ancient sages and suppli-
cates his blessing upon the new pupil after which seating
himself he receives the homage and petition of the lad to
guide him in his studies By this time we can say the
urchin is duly initiated This solemn ceremony mystifying
and impressive as it must be upon one who just enters the
school world has its peculiar benefit It may be consid-
ered in the light of formal humbug and the offspring of su-
perstition but it has this feature it instils into the young
heart reverence obedience and submission for the superior
qualities which can not be too highly praised Here he learns
the first rudiments of duty of man to man to be more fully
developed as he enters the different departments of life
The pupil looks upon his teacher as some superior being one
who ought to command his love and respect Their relat-
ion lies deeper and is more closely knit than the simple
superficial meaning of teacher and scholar And what is
the result The discipline of the educational system is
comparatively perfect and pupils docile and obedient The
school of mental culture has embraced the culture of good
manners and habits of obedience and respect As soon as
the boy is put under the charge of the teacher the lattera-
ssumes the place of a parent He has the sole care of and
is responsible for his behavior and conduct whether in the
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school or on the play ground during session or intermission
The requisite qualifications of a teacher are gravity severity
patience and thorough acquaintance with the classics The
remuneration received by a teacher is small compared with
what a western schoolmaster would get The rent of the
school- house and the necessary incidental expenses are to be
subtracted from his salary and his circumstances are often
no better than those of a common mechanic However the
notable fact that the American teachers are often exempt
from the bliss of married life and only suffered to see in the
dim distance and not allowed to taste the sweet realities of
family joys and happiness had they not better join the oft-
mentioned and immortal St Ambroso because the fair
ones think they are not competent pecuniarily to take care
of them they think rightly has not had its sympathetic
neighbor in the East and therefore the Celestial teachers
need not send any lamentations or complaints to the god
of fortune Nevertheless it is strange this prevailing idea
has not taken wings and flown and found a nest under the
tender branches of the Celestial virgins hosoms for certain
it is the schoolmaster is a poor being wherever he may be
found But pardon for running thus in a tangent from our
main topic
The hours of study are from nine oclock A M till fire
oclock P M with an intermission of an hour for dinner
In some schools an evening session takes the place of the
afternoon one during summer There are no vacations ex-
cept at New Year at which time the engagement is com-
pleted and school closes to be re- opened after the teacher
and the parents have made a new engagement The common
festivals are regared as holidays and afford very requisite re-
laxation in a country destitute of the rest of the Sabbath
Playing truant is common and the ingenious and artful ways
which the urchins adopt to cure their spring fever are
really amusing But woe to the lad who is detected by his
master in this nefarious work This leads me to say a little
on the subject of discipline Imagine yourself to enter a
school- house an oldfa- shionedlooking building very much
like some of the ante- Revolutionary houses It has a dingy
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cheerless and forbidding appearance It is badly ventilated
scarcely larger than what is necessary for the allotted num-
ber of scholars Add to this the low ceiling the walls un-
protected from cold and you have an idea of an oriental
schoo- lhouse Little or no attention is paid to the depart-
ment of accommodation and rarely is appropriated a house
specially erected Enter this and what do you see Scarcely
had your eyes dilated for the grasp of more light to render
objects visible than you see in the dim distance on the table
flogging instruments of different sizes shapes and lengths
The bamboo rattan cudgel and whip lie in promiscuous
medley each one peeping out its head desiring to be em-
ployed as chastiser These are the furnishers of brains the
enforcers of obedience and promoters of industry Here is
a bamboo appropriated only for one department of offences
there is one for another Here is one whose application is
on one part of the corpus there is one for the other part-
The sight of these formidable weapons even though
they are lying quietly and not in active motion and unani-
mated by the ire of the offended pedagogue inspires the
pupils with awe and convinces them that the road to the
temple of honor and fame is indeed thorny and its ascent is
often interrupted by fallen rocks of the overhanging preci-
pice and that
Jordan is a hard road to travel
Every rod seems to cry out Spare the rod spoil the child
and fortunate and enviable is the urchin who never felt its
overpowering influence There are other modes of punish-
ing ridiculous and laughable You see a stripling kneeling
on a board whose surface is ridged like a washboard his
trembling hands holding his text- book and eyes almost too
dimmed by crying to perform their duty This one missed
his lesson and this is the penalty However ridiculous this
and many others of similar kind may seem they are not cer-
tainly more barbarous than some of the practices which New
England schoolmistresses adopt for is there a greater hum-
bug than the idea of compelling a blushing girl to wear a
hoys cap or making a boy sit along side the girls This
20
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last however would be a pleasure if he is mature enough
to appreciate it but as it is it is pearls cast unto swine
and the consequent disposition shown by him is similar to
that displayed by the last- mentioned animal
For all grades of scholars there is one mode of study
The text- books are in a language dissimilar from the mother
tongue that i3 the dialect which is the conversational speech
The former is a language of writing the latter a language of
talking Such being the fact the disadvantages of educa-
tion are doubled The education consists in a thorough ac-
quaintance with a language which bears the same relation to
the spoken dialect as Latin does to English Many a year
must the scholar toil along the weary road before he can even
obtain a glimpse of that for which he is laboring The task
for a beginner consists in committing verbatim the ancient
lore irrespective of the meaning Mathematics geography
and in fact almost the whole scientific course are of second-
ary importance and claim little or no attention Day after
day month after month the urchin spends his time at his
desk studying what to him is a confusion of nonsense No
attempt has been made to facilitate the mere acquisition of
the characters by arranging them according to their comp-
onent parts they are learned one by one as boys are taught
the names and appearance of minerals in a cabinet or one
should learn the names of residents in a street It is after
two or three years of thus wearily memorizing arbitrary
words and phrases the teacher goes over the same ground
over which the lad had traveled as it were with a blind eye
not seeing nor knowing nor enjoying the beauties and
charms of the classic scenery and interprets the meaning of
each word and phrase The effect of a course like this in
which the faculties of the tender mind are not developed by
their proper nourishment of truthful and practical knowledge
can hardly be otherwise than to stunt the genius and drill the
powers of the mind into a slavish adherence to venerated
usage and dictation making the intellects of the Chinese
students like the trees which their gardeners so toilsomely
dwarf in pots and jars plants whose unnaturalness is in-
congruous to the insipidity of their fruit Although persons
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of fine talents are engaged in education yet the few attempts
upon the part of teachers to improve upon the stereotyped
practices of their predecessors show the imitative and un-
progressive nature of the oriental mind The son adopts his
fathers opinions sentiments and manner of thinking which
he hands down to his descendants and the result is the per-
fect system of mental caste Owing to undue attention to
classics and the neglect of those studies which hring the
thinking being into play the minds of the scholars are not
I symmetrically trained and they disparage other branches of
literature which tend to supersede the classic lore Every
department of letters is disesteemed in comparison and
many a literary graduate will be found deficient in hundreds
of common things and events of the every day world
With regard to female education it is a singular anomaly
among the Chinese writers that while they lay great stress
upon maternal instruction in leading and forming the infant
none of them should have made the education of the girls
of equal weight The principal stimulus for boys to study
the hope and prospect of office is taken away from girls
and consequently the latters education is dispensed with
almost entirely This wall of prejudice can only be broken
down by making that element to bear upon it which has been
so effectual elsewhere in elevating woman to her proper
sphere the healthy influence of Christianity
The number of years spent at school depends upon the
position and prospects of the parents Lads who are
obliged to make their living in country houses are not kept
more than three or four years Wealthy or official fathers
who wish their sons to compete for literary honors give them
the advantage of a full course
From what we have said we see the system of Chinese
education is inductive The opinions and sentiments of by
gone sages are as it were pounded into a young mind in
j the shape of classics and no other exertion is necessary on
tne part of scholars than the simple acquiescence Ilis crit-
j ical and reflective faculties are not brought into play Such
a system has evidently many deficiencies The waters of a
stream can not naturally rise higher than the source so the
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writings of Confucius and other philosophers though they
had accomplished their allotted part though they had con-
tributed to elevate the morals and enlighten the minds to
some degree can never be expected to supply what in their
countries are supplied by men of original mind and specula-
tive genius But how can original mind and speculative
genius be brought to light if the education consists in the
adoption of the moulding ideas of ancient sages if it con-
sists in harmonizing into the young heads classics and his-
tories and not in leading out the inherent mental powers
if it consists merely in memorizing and in dealing with mere
matters of fact than in carrying the students into the regions
of philosophy and metaphysics which can give him a vigor-
ous intellectual constitution In fine it consists in develop-
ing few faculties to the neglect of others which are more
important and practical The consequence is the mind of a
student is like an automaton which moves its limbs and per-
forms its fantastic feats by the aid of machinery placed in it
and not as a free acting agent capable of and having full
scope for exercising the powers with which it is endowed by
its Creator
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A little abstract noun of three letters in our tongue has been written
about talked about defined and illustrated from the earliest intellectual
ages till now Whether or no the mysterious priests of the Egyptian
deities discussed its qualities with other matters of profound esoteric im-
portance we can not tell at least until the ancient ruins of the valleyof
the Nile shall have been more thoroughly investigated and the hiero-
glyphical tablets upon which were inscribed their creeds and dogmas shall
have been translated annotated and amended and possibly the language
of the Pharaohs with claims as a deader tongue than those of Attica or
Ancient Italy shall have become a classic in our colleges and universities
The Egyptians we are told were a sober- sided people grave and austere
yet it can not be thought but that they relished sometimes in the interval
of duties and cares the building of pyramids and preparing of mummiesi
Poems by John G Saxe Eighth edition Boston Ticknor 4 Fields
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a sly hit on a good- humored satire The Phoenicians too their neighbors
although a busy shop- keeping money- making race the very Yankees of
antiquity driving sharp bargains in glass and Tyrian purple with the sur-
rounding nations may yet it is fair to suppose have enjoyed a quiet bit
of humor and shaken their oriental sides over the last Sidonian ban mot
Just imagine an Egyptian joke or a Phoenician pun
But if these ancient nations did not discuss the nature of wit their
contemporaries the Greeks and Latins did and from that time until this
Italian Spanish French German English and a score of other tongues
have made common heritage out of the matter have illustrated it in their
authors and have acknowledged its practical power in peals upon peals
of laughter and myriads of cheerful countenances and wreathed smiles
We as Americans although perhaps second to no people in our appre-
ciation of wit and humor have originated comparatively little From the
Spanish we borrow Don Quixote from the French the works of Rabelais
and Le Sage from Great Britain those of Butler Ben Jonson Lamb
Hood and a host of others Of course the reasons for this lack of hu-
morous writers although we are by no means entirely destitute are
easily given and are the same which explain our comparative deficiency
in other walks of literature Our country can hardly be said to have been
permanently and entirely established in its government until the year 1800
This then gives us but some sixty years in which to compete with the
long- settled and established nations of the transatlantic world The
character of our population too roving money- seeking toiling subduing
and reclaiming from nature a land which perhaps for more than five
thousand years has acknowledged her undisputed reign building rail-
roads bridges and manufactories and thus laying the foundations for
national wealth and national thrift and industry for a future national ap-
preciation and encouragement of art science and literature this chaotic
raw- material state of our population yet to be resolved into a refined in-
telligent art- loving music- loving civilization has to some extent proved
unfavorable to a full and early development of our intellectual ability
There are other reasons too which will suggest themselves to the mind
of the reader and which it is not necessary to state
Since this is the case it often happens that in our land the writings of
men and women not after all endowed with a high degree of ability
t Might not a profound philosophico- ethnological inquiry be started here
is to whether the Israelites did not acquire from their ancient geographical
proximity to this people that money- makirg money- holding character which
has marked their descendants even to this day and might not one of our
learned German theorists were the question placed in his hands for inves-
tigation trace in the modern trade of the children of Israel in clothingj
the vestiges of the example of the ancient Phoenician merchandise in ves-
tures of Tyrian purple
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take a more conspicuous place in the public estimation and subtend a
larger angle in the public eye than if the general tone of our literature
were of a more elevated nature It is among such as these we would
place the poems of Mr Saxe Creditable but not altogether excellent
good of their kind but the kind not altogether good
Dr Johnson was it or some other Solon of the literary world who
defined the pun as the lowest kind of wit If such be the case the
Poems of Mr Saxe for they are by the language of his own preface
of a mainly facetious or satirical character must take a very humble
place as witty productions since the whole book is a sort of pun vocabu-
lary almost every verse culminating in one or like the bursting of a
rocket exploding at the close in a whole volley of scintillating punlets
It must be acknowledged too that these puns are as a general thing
uncommonly good ones For instance in the Gothamic legend of the
proud Miss Mac Bride our author depicts the various receptions with
which sundry aspirants for the heart and hand of the supercilious
dame were met
A thriving tailor begged her hand
But she gave the fellow to understand
By a violent manual action
She perfectly scorned the best of his clan
And reckoned the ninth of any man
An exceedingly vulgar fraction
Another whose sign wcb a golden boot
Was mortified with a bootless suit
In a way that was quite appalling
For though a regular sutor by trade
He wasnt a suitor to suit the maid
Who cut him off with a saw and bade
The cobbler keep to his calling
And again speaking of the paternal Mac Bride who had risen to great
wealth from formerly keeping
A shop with a rich array
Of things in the soap and candle way
In the lower part of the city
and
Little by little had grown to be rich
By saving candle- ends and sich
and who through unexpected reverses had been compelled to return to
his old means of gaining a livelihood much to the disgust and unhappi-
ness of the haughty Miss Mac Bride the author remarks
Twas a dreadful change in human affairs
From a place uptown to a nook up stairs
From an avenue down to an alley
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And one of those chaps who make a pun
As if it were quite legitimate fun
To be blazing away at every one
With a regular double- loaded gun
Remarked that moral transgression
Always brings retributive stings
To candle- makers as well as kings
And making light of cereous things
Was a very wick- ed profession
But after all Dr Johnson and other literary grumblers to the contrary
puns are not such horrible affairs To be sure every thing has its proper
place and there are many circumstances under which a play upon words
would be not only not in good taste but decidedly improper We can
aot imagine to ourselves a state of things when a pan in the pulpit would
be either creditable or proper In a stately essay too in which solid
arguments and profound sentences are marshaled into rank and file and
the steady sweep of logic and reason advances upon error a volley of
puns would be as ridiculous and out of place as a discharge of Chinese
fire- crackers into the advancing columns of the enemy in some fierce and
relentless battle We do not read Hood with the less interest because he
was what is often styled an inveterate punster nor are the inimitable
tssays of Charles Lamb less attractive by reason of his punning habits
Indeed the ability to make good puns is most frequently joined to high
intellectual endowments and is accompanied by the most delicate sensi-
bility Who can read the life of Charles Lamb without doing honor to the
noble heart of an earnest and high- minded man and as the reader sees
him with a crazed and debilitated sister dependent upon him for support
his early hopes withered and dead a spirit that was adapted and most
keenly susceptible to the warm and tender influences of family and social
life almost homeless and forlorn and hears him say God will temper
the wind to the shorn lambs he knows that it is with no irreverent heart
that these words are spoken but with a confiding and faithful trust in the
Great Father of all Thomas Hood who when lying exhausted and
helpless upon his dying bed painfully whispered to a friend standing by
that he was about to die that the undertaker might urn a lively- Hood
has written some of the most touchingly- beautiful lines in our language
The Bridge of Sighs The Song of the Shirt and the Death- Bed
will remain continuing memorials of his fame Even the grim lexico
grapher according to Boswell in spite of his antipathy to such verbal quib-
hles would occasionally condescend to utter a pun an operation in which
the learned Doctor must have appeared to about as good advantage as the
elephant upon the tiglit- rope wbich Boswell somewhere also incidentally
mentions
Although the majority of Mr Saxes verses owe their claim to the ap-
pellation of witty to the puns which they contain there are nevertheless
quite a number which wore written in a higher vein and deserve higher
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praise The first poem in the book entitled Progress a Satire con-
tains many shrewd and caustic lines and rises in some places to an almost
Juvenalian hight In the course of the poem speaking of Despotic
Fashion her laws and stern decrees he remarks
What impious mockery when with soulless art
Fashion intrusive seeks to rule the heart
Directs how grief may tastefully be borne
Instructs Bereavement just how long to mourn
Shows Sorrow how by nice degrees to fade
And marks its measures by a ribbons shade
More impious still when through her wanton laws
She desecrates Religions sacred cause
Shows how the narrow road is easiest trod
And how genteelest worms may worship God
How sacred rites may bear a worldly grace
And self- abasement wear a haughty face
How sinners long in Follys mazes whirled
With pomp and splendor may renounce the world
How with all saints hen after to appear
Yet quite escape the vulgar portion here
And again speaking of France and French influence upon our morals
and manners
Inventive France what wonder- working schemes
Astound the world whereer a Frenchmnn dreams
What fine- spun theories ingenuous new
Sublime stupendous every thing but true
One little favor 0 Imperial France
Still teach the world to cook to dress to dance
Let if thou wilt thy boots and barbers roam
But keep thy morals and thy creeds at home
In the legend of the Proud Miss Mac Bride already referred to
pride of birth is sharply ridiculed Of course Mr Saxe refers to an
abuse of this pride Almost every one we think looks back with an
honest satisfaction to a line of ancestry of noble and honest men and is
led by the consideration of their worth to a higher appreciation of his own
duty This principle is wide- spread It obtains in the popular though
somewhat vulgar maxim Blood will tell It is as old as The Chi-
ldren of Abraham and Sallust refers to it when he speaks of certain
illustrious Piomans as saying Quum majorum imagines intuerentur vehe-
mentissime sibi animum ad virtutem accendi Although every American
should hold dear the principles and creed of our republican government
yet it is neither wise nor necessary that in our strife for improvement we
should cast aside beliefs long held and still cherished by wise and eminent
men It is not consistent that a belief upon which we base our plans for
obtaining the most perfect breeds of lower animals should be utterly
thrown aside and counted as worthless when applied to the human species
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Speaking of the intermingling of nations in this land and of the use-
lessness of an attempt to found a family aristocracy here the author says
English and Irish French and Spanish
German Italian Dutch and Danish
Crossing their veins until they vanish
In one conglomeration
So subtile a tangle of blood indeed
No heraldry- Harvey will ever succeed
In finding the circulation
The verses headed Rhyme of the Rail and The Cold Water Man
have long been favorites through the country We remember to have
read the latter a long time ago in one of the old- fashioned Temperance
Almanacs of the day The Sonnet to a Clam is capital even down
to the motto which is Dum tacent clamant We regret that our
space will not allow us to transcribe all or a portion of it
We do not think Mr Saxe is at all successful in the higher order of
sentimental poetry In fact from the variety of such efforts in this vol-
ume it seems very probable that he himself is aware of this fact There
are but some four or five pieces which can with any propriety be called
poetry in the higher sense of the word The most ambitious of these
The Old Chapel Bell a paraphrase of a prose story by Mrs Alice B
Neal is very ordinary indeed and much of the same merit as our com-
mon newspaper effusions The rhyme is accurate the meter unimpeach-
able but yet it is what might be termed wooden poetry hewn out and
fashioned to order with Mrs Meals sketch as a pattern The lines en-
titled Girlhood commence with this verse
With rosy cheeks and merry- dancing curls
And eyes of tender light
0 very beautiful are little girls
And goodly to the sight
This seems to us very slim poetry Just make a slight change in the last
two lines as follows and is it not as excellent as in the original
0 very nice to eat is ginger- bread
And goodly to the sight
The lines headed My Boyhood are as inferior to Hoods beautiful
I remember I remember as night to day But enough of fault- finding
The Times a Poem read before the Boston Mercantile Library Asso-
ciation November 14th 1849 is we think all things considered the best
lengthy piece in the whole book The wit is more genial the sentiment
more earnest the underlying tone more manly and vigorous than in many
other parts of the volume Near the commencement of the poem thi
writer asks the attention of his audience to the following strain
Dont let me rouse unreasonable fears
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While I like Brutus ask you for your ears
Bear as you can the transient twinge of pain
In half an hour you 11 have them back again
And again in speaking of our missionary enterprises after praising their
spirit and giving due credit to their influence he keenly remarks
But 0 that some brave proselyte would come
And preach good morals to the folks at home
O that the next Australian whom they get
Safe in the meshes of the Gospel net
Straight to our country may be kindly brought
With all the Christian doctrine he has got
That he may teach it uncorrupt and clear
Of all perversion to our heathen here
The Carmen Laetum recited after dinner before the Alumni of Mid-
dlebury College at their semi- centennial celebration August 22d 1850
is written in an unusually happy vein It is full of good things as a
plum- pudding of raisins It commences with these lines
A right- loving welcome my true- hearted brothers
Who have come out to visit the kindest of mothers
You may think as you will but there isnt a doubt
Alma Mater rejoices and knows you are out
Further on he refers to College days in a beautiful manner How
many who have left our own college halls or have passed from those of
other institutions will agree with him as they look back upon the days
of their past
Ah well I remember the halcyon years
Too earnest for laughter too pleasant for tears
When life was a boon in yon classical court
Though lessons were long and though commons were short
Near the close of this Carmen he speaks of one of the professors
and after praising his various good qualities his earnestness and love of
the right remarks
But chief he excelled in his proper vocation
Of giving the classics a classic translation
In Latin and Greek he was almost oracular
And what s more to his praise understood the vernacular
O t was pleasant to hear him make English of Greek
Till you felt that no tongue was inherently weak
While Horace in Latin seemed quite under- stated
And rejoiced like old Enoch in being translated
But lack of space warns us that we must close Mr Saxes book is a
pleasant readable volume An hour of relaxation from the severer duties
of life may be agreeably and profitably spent over it We have our
doubts as we have before said as to how high a place in the literary tem-
ple its inherent merits may entitle it yet such poetry to subserve the
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purpose for which it is intended is not necessarily of a very exalted stand-
ard nor should it be judged in too strict a spirit or with an hypercritical
and fault- finding temper Its pages will give rise to many a hearty laugh
its sentiments are calculated to encourage a healthy and energetic view of




Proposing to visit the remains of this interesting monument
of the days of Washington we procured a seat in the cars
I which pass over the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad to Wheeli-
ng Leaving Baltimore on a bright summer morning we
went rapidly over this most romantic route and about nightf-
all found ourselves at the City of Cumberland This pros-
perous City containing several thousand inhabitants occupies
the site upon which Fort Cumberland formerly stood It is
situated at the foot of the Alleghany mountains one hundred
and seventy- eight miles Northwest from Baltimore and within
a few miles of Mason and Dixons line
We had the good fortune to spend the evening at the house
of an estimable lady whose long residence at this place had
made her well acquainted with all the old landmarks She
seemed highly delighted when informed that we had been
connected with Kenyon College and not a few were the quest-
ions propounded to us concerning Kenyon and her prospects
We soon discovered that the secret of her interest in the
College consisted in the fact that she had formerly been a
warm friend of Bishop Chase
Among the many pleasing incidents which she related
concerning our dear old Bishop was one which I have
never seen in print The incident is but another evidence
of the perfect devotion of this man of God to the work of
his Master On a certain occasion long before the iron
horse blew his shrill blast amid the wilds of the Alleghanies
the Bishop on his way from Ohio to Washington City was
passing over the mountains and in descending an elevation
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near Cumberland the stage- coach in which he was traveling
was overturned and the Bishop had the great misfortune to
beak his leg He was carried from the place of accident to
the residence of the lady whose hospitality we were enjoying
and in due time with proper atttention the use of the broken
limb was restored and the Bishop wa3 enabled to leave his
bed
As soon as his health permitted him to leave his chamber
he requested permission to hold divine service in the parlor
of the house the request was cheerfully granted and in this
parlor from Sabbath to Sabbath assembled a company to
receive words of admonition and comfort from the lips of the
good Bishop This service he continued until he left the
place
Having enjoyed a night of refreshing sleep we sallied
forth to search for the 6ite of Fort Cumberland Being guided
by the instructions of our kind lady friend we ascended the
hill on which formerly stood this old frontier post The first
mention which we have in history concerning this fort is in
the year 1752 when the Ohio Company selected it as a trad-
ing point with the Indians At this time it consisted merely
of a log fortification surrounded by palisades
Upon the breaking out of the French and Indian War the
situation of this post it being the most distant station
brought it prominently before the several Colonial Govern-
ments and indeed before the British Ministry and it was
pointed out as an important key to the rich valley of the
Ohio In August 1754 Col Innes in command of Mackays
company from South Carolina and two independent compa-
nies from the State of New York was ordered by Governor
Dinwiddie of Virginia to proceed to this point and erect a
Fort which should serve as a rallying point for the troops
engaged against the Indians and French The fortification
received the name of Fort Cumberland as a mark of respect
to the Duke of Cumberland the Captain- General of the Brit-
ish army
The work was thrown up in the angle formed by the junc-
tion of the Potomac river and Wills creek the situation was
elevated and commanded a view of the country for many
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miles around on the east the view opened on the valley
through which the Potomac quietly flowed on the north and
west Wills mountain a peak of the Alleghanies lifted its
head far above the Fort But little stone was used in the
construction of the fortification A large embankment of
earth was thrown up and upon this was placed log breast-
works Owing to the perishable nature of the materials with
which the whole establishment was constructed there remain
no outlines by which the dimensions of the Fort can be de-
termined The only relic which the hand of time and the
march of improvements has left to point out to the stranger
the position of this old stronghold is a dry well sunk it is
said about the middle of the Fort
The selection of the position for the erection of this Fort
does not manifest very great military skill as it is in close
proximity to several higher points which perfectly command
every foot of ground upon which the works were situated
The only extenuation which can be offered for such a gross
military mistake is the plea that the Fort was intended
rather as a defense against sudden incursions of the Indians
than against artillery and the other appendages of civilized
warfare
A handsome Protestant Episcopal church with its tower
pointing heavenward occupies a portion of the site upon
which the Fort formerly stood and where in former years
were wont to assemble the bold pioneer the fearless hunter
the Indian warrior and the British soldier
As we sat upon the green grass in the silent church- yard
and looked down upon the busy city and upon the Potomac
winding along in its circuitous path our minds reverted to
the past Drawing forth our note book and pencil we gave
ourselves over to the influence of that powerful agent im-
agination
At first we see the wild savage roaming at his will no
pale face has yet crossed his path he knows not of the stran-
ger who is to take from him his hunting ground Then we
note the bold pioneer as he strikes his axe into the mighty
oak the mountain side returns the echo starting from his
quiet lair the timid deer Next we observe the slender form
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of George Washington then a youth to fortune and to
fame unknown as he passes by on his famous yet perilous
journey across the trackless mountains to the French posts
on the Ohio What destinies hover around this youth How
important it is that he be kept from all harm That the
prowling savage cleaves not his skull That the ball from
the rifle of the French spy enters not his heart That the
winters snow be not his winding sheet Again we see the
same form passing the sword by his side makes known his
errand he is at the head of a small company of dauntless
men he goes forth to fight his first battle In a short time
we hear the sharp crack of the hunters rifle echoing among
the mountain tops then we may descry a company of soldiers
descending from the mountains they draw near they are
French prisoners Washington has fought and won his first
battle Now w3 observe approaching a large force The
brilliancy of their uniform the polish of their arms glisten-
ing in the morning sun the beat of the drum the sound of
the bugle the caparisons of their fine troopers the pre-
cision of their step all indicate that royal troops are at hand
Soon too we see a general and his stafl As their plumes
catch the mountain breeze we recognize Braddock and his
suite Now all is hurry and excitement The wild child of
the forest gazes with delight upon the sight The rustic
hunter looks on with astonishment The raw recruit is lost
in admiration
The youthful Washington who had long desired to note
the movements of a well organized army and to become
acquainted with the various military evolutions of a thoroughly
drilled soldier is pleased with the perfect discipline of the
troops and watches with eager eye the performance of every
command
The appointments in Braddocks army are carried out with
great strictness the roll is called morning and night all
drunkness is severely punished religious service is performed
every Sabbath
Washington although delighted with the show can not but
gaze with a sad heart upon the scene His quick eye per-
ceives in all this array but a rich carcass for the red vul
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tures of the forest to feed upon Daring to act the part of
a benefactor he hints at the possibility of an ambuscade
The proud Braddock scoffs at the idea What a Virginian
Colonel teach a British General how to fight What a
different epitaph might have been inscribed upon the tomb of
Braddock than was placed there if the injunction of Wash-
ington had been heeded
Having spent a few weeks around the Fort and having
adorned itself as it were for its last march this doomed
army passed on Death upon his white horse leads the way
In a few hours all is silent again While we are still musing
we observe approaching from the north a horseman As he
draws near he utters the cry All is lost Braddock is slain
j the Indians are upon us Ere long we see another and then
another hastening towards the Fort and finally our eye rests
upon the youthful Washington At the head of a faithful
few who have covered the retreat from the bloody field of
Braddocks defeat he comes and as he slowly rides along
we mark the sad impress which this great catastrophe has
left upon his countenance The cares of a routed army press
heavily upon him His brave yet rash commanderinch- ief
has been laid in the cold grave He has witnessed the fall of
many friends
Like the leaves of autumn he has seen The boast of her-
aldry and the pomp of power pass away Englands proud
army has been wasted before the unerring ball of the unseen
foe Death and his followers have held high carnival amid
the mountain wilds
As we thus sat musing the church bell over head broke
the spell and caused us to withdraw our thoughts from the
vision of the past What adds much to the interest of this
place is the fact that it was one of those frontier posts at and
around which Washington became acquainted with the mode
of warfare carried on by the Indians Here too he had
derived much benefit from the presence of Braddocks army
not only while it was encamped around the Fort and as it
cut its way through the mountain wilds but also upon the
day of its terrible overthrow near Fort Duquesne From the
fatal issue of this battle not only Washington but indeed
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all continental America learned that British soldiery were
not invincible
It may not be altogether uninteresting to conclude this
brief account of Fort Cumberland by a short sketch of the
first battle fought by our illustrious Washington
During the spring of 1754 there came to Wills creek a
messenger stating that French troops to the number of one
thousand led by Contrecoeur had taken possession of the
Fort which was being erected at the Ohio Forks now Pitts-
burgh by a corps sent out by the Ohio Company Upon the
receipt of this news it was determined that a force under
Washington should be sent forward to watch the movements
of the French and also to prepare a road for a larger force
On the 29th day of April 1754 Col Washington then
but twenty- two years of age set out from Fort Cumberland
His command consisted of one hundred and fifty men The
undertaking was rendered desperate by the manifold obstacles
which were to be encountered
After nine days of severe trial the company had advanced
but twenty miles to a place called the Little Meadows Con-
tinuing their arduous work through forests and swamps they
at length arrived at the Youghiogeny river about forty miles
from Fort Cumberland Here they were detained several
days in the construction of a bridge While engaged on this
work Washington learned from the friendly Indians that it
would be impossible to continue his march through the forest
and advised him to descend the Youghiogeny to the Monon-
gahela Acting upon this suggestion he left his men at the
bridge and embarked in a canoe taking with him four men
and an Indian guide for the purpose of exploring the river
He continued his journey for about thirty miles when he
came to a place where the river had a fall of more than forty
feet in the space of as many yards this of course rendered
the navigation of the river impossible He now concluded to
continue his march by land On the 24th of May we find
him a few miles beyond an opening called the Great Meadows
some fifty mile3 from the Fort While here a messenger
came from the Half King a friendly chief informing bun
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that the French were coining to meet him Washington now
determined to fall back to the opening which he had just
passed and fortify himself About the center of this opening
which was two hundred and fifty yards wide he caused a
breastwork to be thrown up and called it Fort Necessity
His position was indeed critical situated as he was in the
midst of a trackless forest and surrounded by an enemy
whose strength and intentions were unknown to him
Scouts were sent out but no signs of the enemy could be
seen As night closed around this little band they built
their camp- fires and began their lonely watch About two
oclock in the morning an alarm was sounded the sentinel
fired upon what they conceived to be the enemy but the
alarm proved false The next day Mr Gist who resided
about fifteen miles distant came to the camp and informed
Washington that a French force numbering perhaps fifty men
had been at his place and left the previous day also that
the wily La Force whom Washington had met during his
former journey to the Ohio was leading the French Washi-
ngton sent a lieutenant with seventy- five men to follow the
track of La Force and watch his movements The lieutenant
however returned without meeting with the object of his pur-
suit During the evening an Indian came to the camp beari-
ng a message from the Half King to the effect that the
French were in ambush a few miles distant Washington
now determined to forestall the movements of the cunning
La Force Leaving his baggage in charge of a guard and
having selected forty trusty men about ten oclock this same
night he set out for the hiding place of the French After
spending the night in wandering through the under- brush and
among the rocks and in wading through streams swollen by
a heavy fall of rain they reached the vicinity of the French
Camp about sunrise Having arranged his little band and
ordered them to reload their guns Washington advanced
The French caught sight of Washingtons men and sprang to
their arms A brisk firing now began on both sides The
French commander Jumonville was shot dead at the first
fire After a few rounds the French gave way and fled the
21
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troops of Washington pursued and soon made captives twenty-
one of the enemy including La Force and a young French
nobleman named Drouillon
Having secured his prisoners Washington returned to the
scene of action He found that the loss of the French was
ten killed and one wounded Of his own men one was killed
and three wounded Having buried the dead taking with
him the prisoners and wounded Washington retraced his
steps to the camp at Fort Necessity
The prisoners were sent under a strong guard across the
mountains to Gov Dinwiddie then at Winchester
In a letter to a friend concerning this his first engagement
Washington thus alludes to himself I fortunately escaped
without a wound for the right wing where I stood was ex-
posed to and received all the enemies fire and it was the
part where the man was killed and the rest wounded I
heard the bullets whistle and believe me there is something
charming in the sound
NO REST
No rest
I heard the little child to say
Amid the morning flowers at play
His mind unsatisfied
A voice replied
No rest on earth
No rest
I heard the lovely maiden say
Singing her sweetest roundelay
Her heart unsatisfied
A voice replied
No rest on earth
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No rest
I heard the young man say
The same dull round from day to day
His soul unsatisfied
A Toice replied
No rest on earth
No rest
I heard the middle aged to say
Whateer we do whereer we stay
Contentment is denied
A voice replied
No rest on earth
No rest
I heard the burthened pilgrim say
As he pursued his weary way
The death he craved denied
A voice replied
No rest on earth
No rest
I heard the weeping mourner say
God gives but oh he takes away
That weeping mourner cried
A voice replied
No rest on earth
No rest
The living universal voice
To earth or sun or stars no choice
Of rest is given
No rest for man on earth
I cried
Gods Word replied
Trust in a Savior crucified
Theres rest for man in Heaven
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New Publications
Cassells Illustrated Family Bible New York published by Cas-
sell Petter Galpin Park Building 37 Park Row and sold whole-
sale by Ross Tousey and H Dexter Co Nassau St and can
be obtained from all Publishers and Book Agents throughout the
United States and Canada
This is a work of no small importance and as such merits particular
attention Its object is to advance the knowledge of the Holy Scriptures
and to awaken an interest in them The manner of carrying out this
one forrin addition to the sacred textobject is certainly an agreeable
it offers the advantages of a reference Bible with explanatory notes which
are direct pertinent and catholic and further as its crowning and
dis-
tinguishing feature nearly every page is embellished with fine large wood
the most important scenes inengravings These engravings represent
animals and plants mentioned in theSacred History the cities places
Bible with an evident design throughout to exhibit the manners costumes
and arts of the people of Bible History These pictures when understood
contain histories in themselves and are the repositories of important knowl-
edge which the text of Scripture unaided would foil to supply and
through the laws of association they have direct access to the sympathies
as well as to the understanding The child has but to see them and it is
eager to know what they are and what they mean while aged people
always take pleasure in comparing their previous conceptions with them
that they may be confirmed or possibly corrected
The form of this Illustrated Bible is quite attractive the print is large
and plain the pictures are well executed their various and well arranged
features showing full and distinct The whole Bible is to be published in
forty- eight parts in large quarto form one part to be issued on the 1st
and loth of each month for two years This work is offered at the low
rate of fifteen cents for each part or seven dollars and twenty cents for the
entire Bible Surely the cost is a trifle for so great and excellent a work
Bible History A Text Book for Seminaries Schools and Families
By Sarah R Hanna formerly Miss Foster Principal of the Jemale
Seminary Washington Pa Published by A S Barnes Burr ol
and 53 John Street New York and sold by Booksellers generally
1860
The need of a regular system of Biblical instruction in our Schools is
more and more felt as the course of popular education advances The
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question is not now whether the Bible shall be taught at all but in what
way its precepts may be incalculated so as to exclude sectarianism
The authoress of the above work we think has hit upon the true plan
The method of instruction practiced by herself during thirty years expe-
rience as a teacher and that embodied in the book now offe red to the pub-
lic is briefly as follows
The instruction is catechetical and the answers in almost all cases are
given in the language of the inspired author the chief object aimed at being
to make the young student familiar with the Bible itself Whenever com-
ments are introduced they are brief and of such a nature as to lead pupils
to reflect and to give them a taste for fuller exposition
The present work embraces all that is interesting and intrinsically impor-
tant in the Old Testament history This part of Scripture adapted as it
was to the infant state of the church is still in many respects peculiarly
suited to beginners in the study of divine truth Its imagely like pic-
tures is adapted to convey instruction most rapidly to the minds of
children
This work would doubtless prove a valuable aid to teachers in our com-
mon schools academies and Sunday schools and to their notice we com-
mend it
Harpers New Monthly Magazine March 1860 Harper Bros
Franklin Square New York
The March number of Harper is decidedly pictorial in the character of
its contents containing quite a number of articles illustrated with fine cuts
opening with a poem entitled The Ballad of Valley Forge followed by
a spirited article descriptive of the Frontier Life among the Lumbermen of
Maine seasoned with views of logging and rafting The remaining
articles arc A peep at the Elephant A Sprightly Production Lost on
the Prairie a short poem Coin in America with thirty- four illustrations
of American Coins Disappeared A Fish Story Little Brother part II
The First Colonists of Florida a very readable piece Our Christmas Tree
A Night in a Snow Storm Lovel the Widower continued by W M
Thackeray Tithorus by Tennyson The Search for a Northwest Pas-
sage Nil Nisi Bonum A Tribute to Irving and Macaulay by Thackeray
Monthly Record of Current Events Literary Notices Editors Table
Eds Easy Chair Our Foreign Bureau EcLs Drawer c
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Memorabilia Kenyonensia
CELEBRATION OF TEE TWENTY- SECOND OF FEB-
RUARY
The old custom at Kenyon of exhibiting our patriotism by
standing for an hour with cold or wet feet admiring the trans-
parencies and for at least another hour listening to addresses
from Professors and Students was a year ago improved by in-
viting us to freeze for only about half an hour and then retiring
to Rosse Chapel listen with some comfort to the speeches
The numerous accounts of the celebration this year which
have appeared in print and probably been perused by most of
our readers renders a lengthy notice of the exercises at this time
unnecessary But for the benefit of those of our readers who
are at a distance we briefly sketch the principal features of this
interesting occasion
Under the Presidents door- step quietly rests from year to
year a baby a singular place for nursing an infant most cer-
tainly So at least thought we when upon our first 22d in
Gambier we heard them speak of the Presidents baby under
the steps Why the poor creature was cradled in such a damp
nursery and what agency so young and diminutive a being could
have in celebrating a National Holiday was incomprehensible
But when about midnight the delicate infant poured forth its
melody so powerfully as to shatter the glass in our windows we
concluded that the baby must at least have been weaned as
its powers would indicate a more hearty diet than infants are
accustomed to expect So the mystery was solved and when
upon the 22d just passed it consumed twenty- five pounds of
powder we were not at all surprised The firing commenced
about two in the morning and continued at intervals till after
the hour for illumination
Everything wore the appearance of business for nearly a
week previous and especially during the day itself did every one
seem industriously employed either in preparing designs or
rendering assistance in other directions The only diversion of
the day was an entertainment given by Mr Ralph Heelers Na-
tional Opera Troupe in the old Nu Pi Kappa Hall The per-
formance was most excellent and the audience large and appre-
ciative
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After the labor anxiety and excitement of the afternoon the
evening exercises were most refreshing
Punctually at the tap of the bell the curtains dropped and
the whole building was beautifully illuminated The designs of
the transparencies showed considerable taste but were we would
respectfully suggest hardly equal to those of some previous
years The Mt Vernon Brass Band enlivened the occasion and
after aiding our enjoyment at the illumination lso warmed our
patriotism as well as that of the speakers with favorite popular
airs By eight oclock the Chapel was literally filled when the
following programme was distributed
MUSIC
By the Mt Vernon Brass Band
PRAYER MUSIC
Speakers Introduced by President Andrews
ADDRESS
George S Benedict Cleveland Ohio Orator of the Nu Fi Kappa Society
MUSIC
ADDRESS





Were we to express an opinion as to the various merits of the
Addresses there would be danger of falling into the usual stereo-
typed formula which is generally adopted in notices of such
rhetorical exhibitions We would therefore merely remark that
of the many criticisms which we have heard passed upon them
all were highly commendatory The subject of Mr Benedicts
oration was Nathan Hale the Patriot Spy Mr Griffins
The men who fought the Naval Battles of the Revolution
Prof WTharton entertained us for a few moments with some schol
arly and patriotic remarks upon The Great Dead of the Revo-
lution
About 10 oclock the audience dispersed evidently pleased
with what they had seen and heard May our nation never cease
to regard this day with reverence and its youth always delght
to honor the name of the Father of their Country
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Editors afclt
Society Elections It is now about six months since the Literary So-
cieties of Kenyon were first opened to the public during the performance of
duties As a matter of course this new system has not been in operation
sufficiently long to fairly and thoroughly test its merits still we think it an
admirable feature in the government of our Societies and one which will
eventually be of incalculable benefit to these bodies True objections may
be urged against it It may be the means of introducing corruption and
log rolling into our elections by ambitious parties yet this single objec-
tion should have little weight in comparison with the many benefits accru-
ing therefrom Nothing ventured nothing gained says the old adage
and inasmuch as there is but little danger of injury to the Societies in at
least testing the new system and this injury not of a permanent character
it should not be given up until clearly proven to be inferior to the foimer
plan of closed doors The remark has been made that we had much
better return to our old plan Now we think differently It cannot be
expected that the working of the system should be perfect at once and es-
pecially at a time when the Societies are burdened and oppressed by debt
and heavy expenditures The Societies must become accustomed to it and
the public must understand its nature and object before it can be satisfac-
tory to all parties Hence it is very unjust for any one to say that it is a
disadvantage to the Societies
An erroneous idea seems to have crept into the public mind in regard to
the literary duties of the Societies to wit that when invited guests are
present the duties and their respective performers are chosen especially for
the occasion and the best men selected to display the abilities of the So-
cieties in short that such performances are a kind of public exhibition in
lieu perhaps of the regular exhibitions formerly given by the Societies once
a year
This to say the least is a mistake The intention is that when stran-
gers visit us the performances shall be just as usual with no extra prepa-
ration on this account And here lies the advantage as it serves as a stim-
ulus to the members to exert themselves to a careful preparation of their
duties and not being aware beforehand that visitors aretobepresentit
elevates and improves the literary duties every evening
As we said before the system is not yet in full operation and this idea
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may not be carried out entirely yet such is its tendency and such will be
its result
We subjoin a list of the newly elected officers of the Societies for the
ensuing Collegiate Term ending June 30th 1860
PHILOMATHESIAN
President Henry Whitehouse Chipman
Vice President A N Whiting
Secretary M M Gilbert
Treasurer Thomas Brown
Librarian J W Cook
Historian H M Hkrvey
C John Norris
Critics C M Storges
tV W Lathrop
NU PI KAPPA
President S M D Clark
Vice President E W Tarlton
Secretary Edward Bates
Treasurer T W Kellogo
Librarian W Dorville Doty
First Critic M S Davis
Second Critic Geo S Benedict
Ere this number of the Collegian shall have been issued the Spring Va-
cation will have almost passed away The kind voices at home will have
welcomed the pleasant hour3 of relaxation and utter forgetfulness of prayer-
bells and recitations will have dawned and drawn near to their close the
preparations for return will have been made and the books for the next
terras study will have been purchased and eyed with jealous distrust
To leave home with its pleasures its amenities and its immunities and
to return again to the dull routine and monotonous sameness of college life
to exchange the liberty and freedom of home for the irksome and we fre-
quently think unnecessary restraints of study hours and threeti- mesaday
tutor visits all this is not at all agreeable and were we to look at this side
of the picture only would conduce to a by no means favorable estimate of
the pleasures of student- life
But this is not a fair view of the subject We do Indeed think that our
Faculty ofteD unwittingly errs in considering the students under their charge
as so many subjects for discipline whether it be by tutors marks and visits
or by dismissal for graver offences whether it be by the minor or by the
greater forms of discipline and not as so many young men gathered to-
gether under their supervision not command to pursue under their instruc-
tion not command certain studies and intellectual exercises necessary to
the full development of the faculties and capacities of the mind We do
not think that feeling of antagonism which so frequently so continually in
some institutions exists between those who teach and those who are taught
between Student and Faculty and which breaks out from time to time and
exhibits itself in lawlessness and rebellion is either necessary Or inherent
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in the nature of the relations of the two to each other or is utterly un-
founded and without aggravating causes
We know there are Colleges in which such a spirit seldom or never makes
its appearance We know that in almost all Colleges no matter how bit-
terly it may have raged at times there are periods when it is lulled and en-
tirely disappears We know that in the Art Schools in the Medical Co-
lleges in the Law Schools and in the larger Universities of the land this
feeling of antagonism does never exist
We believe then after a due consideration of the above facta that it is
unnecessary that such a feeling should have place between the Faculty and
the Students of any institution When such a spirit does exhibit itself we
must believe that it has its rise in error rashness and misgovernmeut on
the part of the Faculty or in hot- headedness imprudence and thoughtless-
ness on the part of the Students we are inclined to think from our obse-
rvation that both will be generally found to have had community in the
error
But where have we wandered J We began a disquisition upon the ple-
asant side of college life and have gone astray in the labyrinth of college
politics We beg your pardon gentle reader but our space is filled and
the disquisition must for the present remain unwritten
Mrs Grdndt has again favored us with an epiBtle Coming with the
opening buds of Spring the blossomings of the old ladys intellect wear a
sprightlier and richer hue than they were wont May she long flourish to
bless with her counsels and admonish with her gentle and warm- hearted
reproof
We beg leave then to introduce the venerable dame The editorial
corps offers its arm with a profound bow the old lady accepts the proffered
assistance with an antique courtesy There is a rustle of faded black silk
and bombazine and a creaking of editorial boots as lhey approach together
the front of the stage the foot- lights are reached the hum of conversation
ceases the audience listens Mrs Grundy speaks
Gambier Ohio March I860
Gentlemen Some people maybe might think it was quite improper for
an unprotected female like me since John departed I have been alone and
desolate in my humble dwelling to hold correspondence with a number of
young gentlemen of whom I know but very little Indeed I am certain
that it has already been talked about to my discredit But what do I care
for an impertinent lot of old women whose age gentlemen is about that of
mine and who should have gained in so long a life something of that expe-
rience prudence liberality and charity which the same length of life has
brought to others No gentlemen these gossips may talk about theirneigh-
bors may criticise the conduct and disparage the motives of others may
even assail the character of one who though I say it myself is above all
reproach I will not reply I will not lower myself to their level
I dont think there is anything incorrect in occasionally addressing a let-
ter to you I am not one of those prudes who are as keen- sighted to detect
an impropriety as the war horse to smell the battle afar off No indeed
To be sure there are occasions when it is necessary to frown upon the male
sex when no true spirited woman will fail to administer scorching reproof
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An instance which happened a few days since occurs to me When my
John left this world of tribulation he left all hia business in my hands to
dispose of A few weeks since there was something about a deed for a piece
of land which I did not understand so I inquired for the best lawyer in an
adjoining town and wrote to him about it enclosing in my letter as I un-
derstand they always require money for advice twenty- five cents as a fee
In a few days a letter came to my address I proceeded to open it when
my stars the following words at the beginning met my astonished gaze
Dear Madam I beg leave I could proceed no further The un-
paralleled impudence of the man roused up my indignation To address me
as Dear Madam when in my note to him I had made use of the chaste and
formal Sir I immediately returned him the letter without reading it furt-
her inclosing with it a line saying that I could hold no correspondence
with any one who could so far forget the proprieties of common life as to
take advantage of the unprotected state of a lone widow to address to her
terms of endearment Shades of my beloved John forbid There was
twenty- five cents lost forever
But I am wandering 1 have been very much exercised at the state of
affairs upon our beloved Hill recently Two of my old lady friends took tea
with me last evening nnd we were so much agitated by recital of all that
bad been done by the students lately that when we rose from the table our
limbs fairly shook My maid Betty said it mought be the six cups of tea
apiece wed bean a- drinkin But Betty always has some foolish maggot
in her head Just to think of the utttr depravity which such a state of
things as has occurred recently exhibits Forty students resisting the aut-
hority of the Faculty Well who would think that such a thing could hap-
pen in a Christian land And then too the students claimed I am told
lhat the Faculty were overbearing and unjust in their requirements That
they were rash and treated several of the most pious and worthy young men
in the institution with a disregard of the common decencies of civilized so-
ciety Wellad- ay As if the Faculty of Kenyon College could do anyt-
hing wrong Of course the Students were utterly indefensible in their
conduct Why how could they be right when the Faculty was opposed to
them As if the Faculty of Kenyon College or its members could do anyt-
hing rash O the deprav but my indignation will carry me away if I say
anything more on this point
Some folks seem to be born with an itching propensity to talk about their
neighbors I am thankful that I never was addicted to this evil habit
There are some things however which go on in Gambier which are really
scandalous Now I dont blame any one for being richerthan other people
Not a bit If a person has more money than others it is well and good
But he neednt buy nice furniture for his house with it he neednt purchase
fine carpets and pictures No indeed Why look at my front parlor where
we took our tea last night Such a parlor is good enough for anybody and
if they have a nicer one the money spent on it is wasted and they are try-
g to show off at the expense of their poor neighbors My parlor carpet is
1 rag carpet and I have had my little sociables over it for twenty years and
i is good enough for anybody to have in their parlor no matter how rich
ley are As for pictures there is the efiBgy John always used to say it
as his FIG the dear man always loved his quiet joke of my departed
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John cut out of black paper in a nioe varnished looking- glass frame which
hangs over the mantle piece between two bunches of asparagus if that is
good enough for me what business have other people here to buy large and
expensive prints just because they have more money than me If they have
more money why let em give it away to the poor heathen and South Sea-
islanders and not come here building their fine houses and lording it over
poor folks
But here comes Betty and says the potatoes must be boiled I wanted to
tell yon something about those new dresses in which Miss X and Mrs Z
you know who I mean flaunted into Church a Sabbath or two since Just
as if they were better than other folks But the potatoes must be boiled
No more at present but remain yours
Pollv Ann Grundy
We are happy to see that our classmates Packard Sturges have at last
been able to issue the long- looked for Song Book of Kenyon The original
productions aj well as the selections are most excellent the typography
and general appearance is decidedly neat And now that these gentlemen
have been so kind as to furnish us with a collection the need of which has
been so long felt we trust that our fellow students will willingly perform
their part in promptly paying their subscriptions and not subject Messrs
Packard Sturgea to any pecuniary inconvenience
Reading Room We have hitherto omitted to notice that most excellent
contribution to our files The Evening Post The proprietors have for sev-
eral years Bent a gratis copy of the semi- weekly to the College and also a
copy to the Theological Seminary That sent to the College is now regu-
larly filed in the Reading Room and we take pleasure in noticing it in co-
nnexion with our other contributions and in behalf of the College heartily
thanking the proprietors for their generosity For general intelligence
foreign and domestic news moral tone and political consistency the Foat
if not unparalleled certainly ranks very high among its contemporaries
The Presbyterian Banner upon solicitation of H M Hervey has been
kindly furnished by the proprietors and admitted to a place on our files W e
are glad to receive standard periodicals of all denominations of Christians
as well as of all political parties and of every section of our country
We have another new visitor from the Keystone State yclept the
Doylestown Democrat and Bucks County Republican W W H Davis
Editor and Proprietor This is certainly a fine thing for our room if it is
what its name imports both a Democrat and a Republican
The Room is also under obligations to the following gentlemen B Harn
well Memphis Tenn for copies of Tennessee papers furnished at various
times L Harper Mt Vernon 0 for another immense package from his
exchange list March 18th
By a gracious dispensation of the Faculty the Seniors are permitted to
pass the Examinations of this session rather earlier than usual and cons-
equently are enabled to return home before the other Classes Being so near
Graduation we consider this nothing more than a privilege to which we are
fully entitled and trust the under Classes will not be incensed at the in
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dulgence shown us To one and all we wish a pleasant vacation May the
gods prove propitious in whatever you undertake fellow students even if it
bea lone affair no pun intended and to those who intend remaining here
during the vacation may it prove a3 agreeable as did the Christmas Holid-
ays to those who engaged in wreath- making
We are always happy to present our readers with the productions of
Kcnyonites and we trust they peruse them with equal satisfaction I n
inserting the following poetry an apology is due the author and an explan-
ation the public as it is culled from a longer poem published elsewhere
representing a drama of the Seasons and being only an extract its full
merits cannot be appreciated Any seeming disconnection or abruptness
will of course then be pardoned and attributed to the right source
SUMMER
Italia land of love and song
Italia land of blood and wrong I
More warmth of love and heat of war
Within thy sunny precints are
Than in all other lands beside
1 Tis nature though whose ocean tide
Whose walls of Alps and Apeninnes
Close love and war within such lines
Tis nature too whose sunny face
Beams in the lustre of thy skies
Wraps love and war iu oue embrace
Blends whispered vows with battle cries
Another war has swept the plains
Unconquered legions used to tread
And Liberty now walks in chains
Where Dante sang Rienzi bled
Tyrannic hosts have rolled their surge
Upon thy fields of waving grain
And deep- mouthed cannon sung the dirge
Of thousands that thy sons have slain
Thy summer hope was all too bright
With suns which shone in borrowed light
The wreath thut lured thee vainly brave 1
Was twined U deck thy countrys grave
Deluded race There yet remains
The happy clime which Raphael loved I
In Garabaldis patriot veins
A Cato spirit still is moved 1
Heed not the tyrants proffered aid
Trust only to thy native might
For Freedoms friend is its own blade
Its sacred cause its buckler bright
AUTUMN
Sage Mettkrnich is now no more
And Historys muse is weeping oer
Her Hallam and her Prkscott8 grave
Heaven could not spare the gifts she gave
And called her genius back again
Their spirits freed from mortal pain
Are robed once more in new- born light
If angels weep their tears would stain
Their spirit robes supremely bright
Such deaths as these though doomed to wake
The tears of every race and land
Are minor incidents which make
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The grand catastrophe more grand
Great Irving heard the homeward call
Of Genius to each favored son
And lingered on the earthy ball
Hed loved and blest till all were gone
Then closed the drama of the year
And left the world all weeping here
The Wizard of the Hudson dead
No long as Hudson keeps his bed
As long as hearts shall break or bleed
As long as maids and lovers read
And wonder how he knew so well
Just what they feel but cannot tell
Long as Columbus shall be known
As Goldsmith and as Washington
And tears shall flow and souls shall grieve
In lasting love shall Irving live 1
And by the magic of his art
Make fairy land the happy heart
And turns the tear that sorrow sheds
To balm upon the heart that bleeds
An Autumn time must ever come
To flower aud fruit of every hue
And man must bear his harvest home
But heaven must reap her harvests too 1
There have been handed us for publication some rhymes headed with
the following inscription The following lines 6how forth in living light
the almost crazing trouble some of our Freshmen have with Geometry
The three verses which are all we shall be able to publish of this unique
production are somewhat remarkable viewed in a critical light The
ejaculations for instance of the first verse and the somewhat irregular
metre of all three bear that internal and appropriate evidence of the strong
agitation the subjective truth we might perhaps be allowed to say- if
the author These peculiarities it may be remembered are also to be found
in the works of our greatest Poets as in Southeys Thalaba and Kehama
and in the Christabel of Coleridge Let the reader mark too the gentle
resignation expressed in the second verse How the whole four lines breathe
the subdued spirit of acquiescence yet of chastened regret The rythm
also and flexibility of language in this stanza are remarkable In the first
line of the third verse may be noticed a playful imitation of the style of our
earlier English Poets before the orthography of the language had been a-
ltogether established and Johnson and Webster the great word- smiths had
forged the fetters which now bind the tongue But the trammels of modern
wiseacres cannot hamper the free pinion of the swift- winged muse After
so long an introduction however here are the stanzas
Bless me oh bless me
Is that the bell for eight
And this here tarnel Geometry
Has all escaped ray pate
But I cannoi help it now
As you see it is loo late
So into class I go
And trembling take my seat
Irish sound of e
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I tremble now from head to foot
As I am sure I do not know it
For fear I shall be asked for one
And find I cannot do it
Personal We take this occasion to acknowledge the receipt of favors
in the shape of papers pamphlets Sic from our old friend Ben Harnwell
who is seeking his fortune way down in Tennessee The Collegian en-
deavors not to forget its patrons and supporters though separated by dis-
tance and wishes all manner of success to the quondam clerk whose smiling
countenance and ready tongue rendered him such an irresistible salesman
and whose gentlemanly exterior betokened so kind a heart
Captain Brows whose oysters and coffee were once so famous has at
length shaken the dust from his feet and left Giimbier His former resi-
dence we understand is soon to be occupied by Mr Peter Neff of Cincin-
nati We are always sorry to see the population of the Hill diminished
by the departure of any of its citizens and the absence of one so popular
among the students will be keenly felt
Although our list of exchanges would perhaps compare very favorably
with those of most of our contemporaries yet there does seem to be a falli-
ng off of late At our last issue but three or four periodicals in the shape
of College Literature graced our table though there is a decided improve-
ment in this respect this month Where is the fault T Does it lie in the
mails or with our brethren of the quill 1 But without further grumbling
we will hastily review the exchanges before us
The North Carolina University Magazine for February comes to us
adorned as usual with a steel plate engraving which most assuredly must
excite a slight feeling of envy in the editorial breast for we believe old
U N C alone can boast of such beautiful additions to the pages of her Mag-
azine This number is adorned by a likeness of James C Dobbin a gradu-
ate of the Carolina University to which is appended a biographical sketch of
the late Secretary of the Navy by James Banks Esq The articles are as
follows War of the Regulation by Hon D L Siram ThePsalms an ex-
tract Farewell to Alma Mater an unpublished poem of the late Philip W
Alston j The German Language A Lesson from the Poet Nuts for the
Mathematicians A Collection of the Opinions of various and sundry noted
Men on the subject of Mathematical Study which we recommend to the pe-
rusal of those who hold to the opinion that mathematical ability is essential
to greatness and which doubtless will be comforting to those adverse to the
study A Parody Whelpleys Compend Memoir of William Wirt Editors
Table containing among other things a well merited though rather too sec-
tional spirited rebuke to the Yale Literarys insulting allusions to the Har-
pers Ferry difficulty College Record
The Virginia University Magazine for February contains its usual quota of
good things and one article struck us with peculiar force viz a description
of church dressing in Old Virginy which is suggestive of many pleasant
thoughts Its list of contents embraces Principles their Growth ToM Poetry Trimming the Church Sources of History My Pipe andI Poetry Does not the very title touch a responsive chord in every stu-dent breast A Vision of Home Poetry Sir Philip Sidney The Voice of
the Past Slang a very practical article we should judge from a hastyglance and one which touches students in a rafher tender point The Past
and the Present Ideal Perfection Collegiana Editors Table
The Yale Literary Magazine for February Old Yale is rather inclined
editors table April336
to take advantage of her venerable and respected station among American
contemptuously upon Western institutions but wecolleges to look down
of magazines she cannot boast as the Lit does not com-
mre
th nk on the score
favorably with quite a number of other magazines Beware sister
vaTeiaie
very
how you ignore less pretending people Its articles are The tnglish
vnlo College Cramming- an article which smacks stronglyWXio slates Thtold Catpolf Why should we study Physiology
ncoW The Deacons Confession Our Country bilious I essay inin his own estimation overwhelms the
which the writer most effectually
probably of the young and callow cadet who is eking out afirst effortSrnine existence s the Kentucky Military Institute we look with someS for the reply to this stricture from our warlike friends over the OhwTwe doubt not they will make aa effort to refute the charges of the Lit
while I was a Freshman Legendary Editors Table
Old Amherst though rather behind hand begins the new year with an un
of articles as follows The Golden Legend Mierere InSSofF troVlntntt9 TheSpiritof
FooT- souite humorous production Our Public Literary Societies Thea
Doctrinl of Expediency The Lawrence Catastrophe id which is the detad
who was rescued very opportunely from
of the adventures of an Amherst boy
of the burning mills which he was visiting and examining- an in-
tenseTvthe ruins letteY The Resolve of Demosthenes O K K B WPtensely mteresinteresting5 Literary Societies of
hlv hTd troubYe with the Acuity It may be that the Societies
tihtAmhet but we are always pained to see a Faculty interfere with ma-
tterl
wrong
of tWsgcharacter Strange that the policy of Faculties should
be often
8hTheS VebrarynurbeTof the Oberlin Monthly lies upon the editorial ta
ui iilf the following articles The Doctrine of Conscience Principles
Natural BeatvTLntle Freddie Our Pilgrim Mothers The Glory of theof
r NfTnd Good Waiting Mental Dissipation Lunar Physical GeographyNraTcoutinued The Star Piety Lines written Aug 1856 Painters
EdUorialCartment Local Literary Notices Although this periodical
whose active interest in politics rather co-
nSs institutionfrom anemanatesIt stTit cannot be denied that the Monthly occupies an enviable
midst and this number fully sustains such a reputationournosUion nP the following H-
esj6 containsMagazine for FebruaryThe Centre College Othellowashinoni- nteresting memorials Music College SongJemima G Whilikins No 3 ArSong of w A Fragment Mrs
Word fnreplv To the unknown Bard Abstraction and Expediency
Ed-
iTabte Drawer The Eds Table contains quite a controversy betweenJhe Eds and a contributor accused of committing plagiarism rather
an unc-
omSit charge that of committing literary theft and any one proved guilty
endToffrtabArtfFine Art OurtPnts consUtine of the following articles The trueanTwhatcameofit
a patriotic effusion An Episode m Camp Life A WNationalmunit- yiuite
Foible jAerial Architecture or in other words Air Castles Roughing it
EKtoW of Fredonia Acad-
emTy
published by the students
stS L veVfair tyof boarding school Jiterature B eonUjnthe of them rather brief to be sMlist of articles majoritya long of
the authors We believe ths 8 the firs copycredit uponflecUng great
the Academist which has met our eyes and we hope it Mrt Jjlfavor so
encouragement from its patrons which youthful aspirants to public
mHarSirWeekly Mt Vernon Banner and other newspapers have reached
us reguTarly in addition to quite a number of pamphlets which our
space for
bids an enumeration lie before us
